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News and tests of tools and kit for anyone equipping or upgrading their workshop

CEL Goes Li-ion

Trend Lifts Doors

B

Anyone who has relied on chisels, pencils or slivers of
wood to lift a door to mark hinge recesses or to get it
into place will welcome Trend’s new Door Lifter.
Combining a lever with a weight for stability, the Door
Lifter costs about £17inc.VAT and can lift a door
38mm off the ground, and can support up to 100kg. It
works really well, giving you plenty of time to mark up
hinge recesses More often than not you’re likely to
start with the top hinge, but if for some reason it’s
still needed when you are fitting a lower one you
could also use your hand on the lifter.

Bristol-based designers of power tools up cordless range

Up-Down Wealden
New shear trimmer aimed at
reducing breakout at the top
and bottom of a cut

I

n the last few years Trend and Radian
have launched four-flute, top and
bottom bearing following cutters for
trimming to a finer finish, with longer
edges. Now Wealden have introduced a
refinement of that idea by incorporating
four cutters at a skewed angle. That way
the pair at the top of the cutter are similar
to down-cutters on a spiral cutter, and the
pair at the bottom are up-cutters.
Effectively Wealden have produced a
combo-spiral, the principle being that
because each blade cuts the wood at a
shearing angle, it pushes the fibres
downwards (or upwards) with less risk of
fraying. This is especially important if the
trimming cut is also your finish cut.
In reality, though, the cutter is only a
two flute, with an 5mm overlap at the
centre. Because it has bearings top and
bottom you can fix your template either to
the top or underside of the workpiece,
cutting most of the waste away first on a
bandsaw or with a jigsaw. The Up-Down
Shear Multi-Trim cutter, which is available
with 8mm or 1/2in shank, is then used to
trim the edge. It does produce an excellent
finish, but we have tried to establish if
there is any change in the fibres top,
middle and bottom where they are cut in
different ways by the sheared cutters. In
one instance we noticed a mark at the
centre of the cut, but are not sure if that
was caused by the cutter or something
else. It may need further experiment with
different species of wood.
What is clear is that there is very little
breakout using this new type of cutter and
it will be popular for anyone doing regular
trimming work, sometimes with the
template above, sometimes below.

Details Wealden Up-Down Shear MultiTrim (T8178B or T8179B); 30mm cutting
edge, 19mm dia.; £34.20inc.VAT;
wealdentool.com.

Shear Trend’s four-flute
trimming cutter (above and top)
with Wealden’s new Up-Down
Shear Multi-Trim in use. The
finish is very smooth (right), with
no tearout

Preparation It’s a good idea to remove as
much waste as possible on the bandsaw
before routing with a trimming cutter

rought to our attention by their
Power8Workshop portable combination
workstation for budding woodworkers,
CEL have now launched a range of +IonPro
10.8v cordless tools. Including an impact driver,
multi-tool, torch and drill/driver, with lots of
accessories, the tools are aimed at tighter
budgets, without losing the ergonomics you’d
expect of well-known power tools. Go on the
Internet and you’ll find their DRP1-B13
Compact Drill/Driver with battery and 30min.
charger for about £73inc.VAT. You can buy it
bare on CEL’s website for £40.
At 1.3Ah they aren’t the most powerful, but
they are well designed and the drill/driver has a
good trigger, good direction control and a good
10mm chuck, and it fits in the hand
comfortably. It is only a fraction larger than the
Bosch, and in fact the handle feels a little
thinner. You’ll be happy picking it up, and it will
soon become an extension of your arm. If
you’ve thought about buying into a 10.8v
system, this will be an excellent place to start,
even though it doesn’t have the jigsaw offered
by Makita, nor the reciprocating saw offered by
Makita and Bosch. The Impact Driver is a real
beauty; very, very comfortable in the hand and
seemingly with plenty of power but not the
wrist-wrenching torque you can suffer.
A torch is a surprising but helpful addition
for woodworkers, especially if your workshop is
at the bottom of the garden and you have to
make nightly treks to and fro. Though it is
tempting to recommend famous brands, we
know from our postbag that many
woodworkers can’t afford the most expensive
tools, and these CEL are a good bridge between
the hit and miss bargain buckets in Lidl or Aldi,
and the £100+ options from Bosch, Makita and
other makes.

Details Visit cel-uk.com for full range & prices.
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Details Trend Door Lifter: £18.00inc.VAT; trend-uk.com.

Arbortech MiniTurbo

Value The CEL cordless kit may
not have the caché of a wellknown brand, but the tools are
well designed, with good chucks
and quick-charging batteries.
There are plenty of accessories
and the drill/driver and impact
driver are both really
comfortable, and compete with
established ranges

We’ve been fortunate to receive a pre-production
sample of Arbortech’s new MiniTurbo carving disc,
which will come with an Extension Adapter. We had a
very brief test of it on a Mini Carver arm, and it
worked beautifully, having more momentum than the
original Mini Woodcarver. Once we have a proper
production model we will tell you how it works on the
Extension, which should make access better in
hollows. It is currently planned to come out as a kit,
but we hope to see it on its own too.

Details Arbortech MiniTurbo: 50mm dia.; two tungsten
cutters; £106.45inc.VAT; brimarc.com.
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